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Pornhub star Mia Khalifa breaks hearts by revealing that she is engaged
22/03/2019 13:56 by admin

West Ham supporting sports show host says yes to long-time Swedish chef boyfriend Robert Sandberg's proposal.

 
 
 Porn legend and sports show host Mia Khalifa has left thousands broken hearted after revealing the she is officially off
the market.
 
 The gorgeous Lebanese-American star said yes to her Swedish chef boyfriend Robert Sandberg's proposal on
Thursday.
 
 And the happy couple could not wait to share their news on social media â€“ although Sandbergâ€™s big moment
nearly went so wrong.
 
 He wrote on Instagram: â€œWe went to Chicago this weekend and had a wonderful dinner at Smyth. I proposed to
@miakhalifa and she said YES!
 
 
 
 
 
 â€œThe ring was hidden in a bowl of dried ingredients and came out as a â€˜new servingâ€™.
 
 â€œMia was too curious and too eager to taste so she started to eat the inedible ingredients. I told her not to do it and
then I put the ring on the finger. I love you so much (heart emoji).
 
 The gorgeous Lebanese-born American star said yes to the Swedish chef's proposal on Thursday
 
 â€œThank you @chefjohnshields and team for a really good night and for making this happen.â€•
 
 Khalifa would later confirm her engagement via her own social media count.
 
 Alongside a snap of her and Sandberg, she wrote: â€œThank you a million times over for the entire team at
@smythchicago for helping @robertsandberg propose this trip and dinner was supposed to celebrate him getting his
visa!
 
 â€œRobert has planted the seed so deep in my mind for so long that he hates restaurant proposals so I never, EVER,
saw this coming. I love yâ€™all so much! Thank you!â€•
 
 It will be the second time Khalifa, once Pornhubâ€™s most-watched star, walks down the aisle.
 
 She married her highschool sweetheart in 2011 but separated from him in three years later.
 
 The pair got divorced in 2016.
 
 The West Ham supporting Khalifa met Sandberg in Copenhagen, Denmark where he works for Michelin-star restaurant
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Kong Hans Kaelder.
 
 
 
 
 - The Sun
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